§ 120.850 Expiration of Associate Development Company designation.

The designation of Associate Development Company (ADC) will cease to exist on January 1, 2004. After that date, former ADCs may continue to contract with CDCs as Lender Service Providers (see part 103 of this chapter) or to perform other services.

§ 120.851 CDC ethical requirements.

CDCs and their Associates must act ethically and exhibit good character. They must meet all of the ethical requirements of §120.140. In addition, they are subject to the following:

(a) Any benefit flowing to a CDC’s Associate or his or her employer from activities as an Associate must be merely incidental (this requirement does not prevent an Associate or an Associate’s employer from providing interim financing as described in §120.900 or Third Party Loans as described in §120.920, as long as such activity does not violate §120.140); and

(b) A CDC’s Associate may not be an officer, director, or manager of more than one CDC.

§ 120.852 Restrictions regarding CDC participation in the Small Business Investment Company (SBIC) program and the 7(a) loan program.

(a) 7(a) loan program. A CDC must not invest in or be an Affiliate of a Lender participating in the 7(a) loan program described in §120.2(a). (For a definition of Affiliation, refer to §121.103 of this chapter.) CDCs that already are affiliated with state development companies approved by SBA under section 501 of Title V, as of November 6, 2003 may remain Affiliates.

(b) SBIC program. A CDC must not directly or indirectly invest in a Licensee as of November 6, 2003 or in a Licensee as of November 6, 2003 may retain such investment.

§ 120.853 Inspector General audits of CDCs.

The SBA Office of Inspector General may also conduct, supervise or coordinate audits pursuant to the Inspector General Act. The CDC must cooperate and make its staff, records, and facilities available.

§ 120.857 Voluntary transfer and surrender of CDC certification.

A CDC may not transfer its certification or withdraw from the 504 program without SBA’s consent. The CDC must provide a plan to SBA to transfer its portfolio. The portfolio may only be transferred with SBA’s written consent. If a CDC desires to withdraw from the 504 program, it must forfeit its portfolio to SBA. SBA may conduct an audit of the transferring or withdrawing CDC.

§ 120.860 Required objectives.

A Project must achieve at least one of the economic development objectives set forth in §120.861 or §120.862.

§ 120.861 Job creation or retention.

A Project must create or retain one Job Opportunity per an amount of 504 loan funding that will be specified by SBA from time to time in a Federal Register notice. Such Job Opportunity average remains in effect until changed by subsequent Federal Register publication.

§ 120.862 Other economic development objectives.

A Project that achieves any of the following community development or public policy goals is eligible if the